
 

Group trip Kyiv-Lviv-Bukovel-Kyiv 
Dates: SUMMER – AUTUMN 2021 

(4 nights in Kyiv, 2 nights in Lviv, 3 night in Bukovel) 
Number of persons in group: 2 pax  

Day 1 KYIV 

Arrival  

Private transfer by standard car from airport to hotel 

Check-In in Kyiv 
Day 2 KYIV 

Breakfast at hotel 

Transfer for 8 work hours  (10:00-14:00) + guide 4 work hours (10:00-14:00)   
Kyiv city tour with guide 
(WITHOUT ANY ENTRANCE TICKETS, ONLY photo points, but this is enough for a good excursion) 
Enjoy an informative and fun sightseeing Kyiv city tour with an expert local guide. You will visit all the main tourist sights and hear a lot of interesting 
information about the capital of Ukraine. You will discover the beauty of the historical center of Kyiv and see the modern buildings and districts. This 
tour is the perfect choice for you when your travel to Kyiv. 
Duration:  3 hours 
During this tour, you will see: 
Get a perfect introduction to the history and present of Kyiv. 
Discover must-visit attractions of Kyiv, including St. Andrew’s Church. 
See the ancient Golden Gates and UNESCO-listed St. Sophia Cathedral. 
Visit the very center of Kyiv – Maidan Nezalezhnosti and Khreschatyk Street. Contemplate an amazing Panorama of the Dnipro River from the 
observation deck. 

   
overnight at the hotel in KYIV 
Day 3 KYIV-LVIV 

Check-out 12:00 

Transfer FROM HOTEL to RAIL station 

Departure to Lviv: Ticket to speed train Kyiv-Lviv (14.07-19.57) 

Arrival to LVIV at 19.57 

Private transfer to hotel 

Check-in at hotel 

Overnight in LVIV 
Day 4 LVIV 

Breakfast  

Lviv walking city tour with guide 



(WITHOUT ANY ENTRANCE TICKETS, ONLY photo points, but this is enough for a good excursion) 
Duration:  3 hours 
During this Lviv walking tour led by a professional local guide, you will discover the Rynok Square, the Opera Theater and the main historical and 
contemporary sites of the old town. You will hear stories and learn secrets that will allow you to better get to know Lviv. Unlike many cities in Ukraine, 
Lviv was lucky enough to escape the destruction in World War Two, and nowadays its fascinating streets and numerous museums make it one of the 
most exciting places in Ukraine to explore. 
You will discover the historic center of Lviv, which was included in the UNESCO World Heritage List and walk old town's main avenues, squares, and 
narrow cobbled streets. 
During the tour in the medieval part of Lviv, you will see the place where a famous writer Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, the figure behind the term 
"masochism" was born, and then we also stop by the Masoch Cafe. You will learn more about the gas lamp invention - the first gas lamp in the world 
was invented in Lviv. One of the contemporary places that the tour highlights is the Dzyga Gallery, an artistic terrain of contemporary artists. Last but 
not least, you will discover the medieval defense system of the city: the Gunpowder Tower and the Arsenal building, the site of one of the biggest 
collections of medieval weapons in the county. 

 

14:00-18:00 Transfer by private car to Bukovel (4 hours)  

Day 5 LVIV- BUKOVEL 

Check out 
Transfer to Bukovel by car (sedan) – 4 hours 
Check-in  

Overnight at hotel 
Day 6 BUKOVEL 

Breakfast 
Transfer for 5 work hours (10:00-15:00) + guide 5 work hours (10:00-15:00)   
Bukovel sightseeing tour with English-speaking guide with shopping  

  
Cable car riding  



  
Day 7 BUKOVEL 

FREE DAY 
Day 8 BUKOVEL-IVANO-FRANKIVSK – KYIV 

06:30 Сheck-out  

06:30-08:30 Transfer Bukovel- Ivano-Frankivsk 2 hours  

Transfer Ivano-Frankivsk-Kyiv by speed train 09:05-17:22 
Arrival in Kyiv at 17:22 
Transfer to hotel 
FREE TIME 

Day 9 KYIV 
Breakfast 
Marketing tour in Kiev 

Day 10 KYIV 

Breakfast 

Transfer to airport 

 
Cost for program per 2 pax from 1800 EUR  

INCLUDED: 
Tours, guide and transfers according to program 
Rail tickets Kyiv- Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk-Kyiv by speed train , 1st class 

ACCOMMODATION: 

4 nights in Kyiv (Sky Loft 4*) - located in the city center 
DBL King   
2 night in Lviv (Dnister 4*) - located in the city center 
DBL Premier   
3 night in Bukovel (Tavel hotel 4*)- located in center of Bukovel 
DBL standard  
 

SERVICES AND ROOMS ARE NOT BOOKED! Rates are subject to change. 

All hotels include breakfast 

Check in 14:00, check out 12:00 

SEDAN CAR for tours (on Private Basis), extra hours + 12 EUR per 1 hour 

NOTE: Kindly be informed that availability is fluid and can be changed at any time.  
Please, let us check availability before confirming the package. 

NOTE: During free day guests don’t be accompanied with car 


